Another long-gone company –
Swedish Air Lines
(by Robert G Pelley, 20 June 2017)

Many of the airlines, big and small, that operated through
Gander no longer exist. For example, Seaboard&Western,
basically a cargo company, was famous for being able to
carry animals and especially the Rhesus monkeys used to
develop the Salk polio vaccine.

(Indian rhesus monkeys being loaded onto a DC-4)

Seaboard&Western later became Seaboard World and was
bought out by Flying-Tiger in 1980. Flying Tiger itself was
folded into Federal Express in 1988.
Even major companies such as Pan American and Trans
World Airlines did not make it, with PAA ceasing to exist in
1991 and TWA only ten years later. Closer to home, even
Eastern Provincial Airlines, which spread its wings out from
the old Ferry Command hangars, finally had to give up the
ghost.
Another company has disappeared from the radar, namely
Swedish Air Lines. In fact it went through Gander for roughly
only a year. The photo below was sent to me by the late
Fred Smeaton, a well-known amateur photographer in
Gander, with a text saying “Gander shortly after the war”.

This was the logo of Swedish Air LInes at the time:

A map of routes in early 1946 shows Swedish Air Lines
flying to North America. It went through Reykjavik to New
York, with a stop in Gander. (The numbers on the routes
refer to flights and not distance.)

The following is the cover of the Swedish Air Lines timetable
from May 1946.

Inside one can see the details of “route 1690” from
Stockholm to Rekjavik and then to New York.

The RCAF Gander Daily diary has the following entry on 02
November 1945: “The first two Swedish Airlines ships –
SEBAO and SEBAK – arrived today.”
On 01 August 1946, Swedish Air lines, along with the Danish
and Norwegian equivalents, became part of SAS, the
Scandinavian Airlines System.
As a result, this photo from Mr Smeaton could possibly be
very rare indeed and I am ever indebted to him for sending it
along for future generations.

